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COUNTRY BRIEFING 
 

United Kingdom  

Type of Government: Unitary 
Parliamentary Constitutional Monarchy  
Prime Minister: Theresa May 
Capital City: London 
Ideology: Liberal Western democracy 
Region: Western Europe & Others 
Neighbours: Ireland, France (by sea), the 
Netherlands (by sea), Belgium (by sea) 

DEMOGRAPHICS  
• Population: 66.8 million 
• Religion: 40% Christian (official religion), 3% Muslim, 2% Hindu, 51% none 
• Age: Median age 40.5 years, life expectancy 80.8 years.  
• Ethnicity: 87.2% white, 3% black (mostly African/Caribbean descent), 2.3% Indian, 1.9% 

Pakistani. 
• Language: English (official); Scots, Gaelic, Welsh, Irish and Cornish all recognized local languages 

  

POLITICS  

Domestic politics  
• British democracy is the product of a 

dense web of traditions and 
conventions, and is still heavily 
informed by the events of the 20th 
century. The broad post-World War II 
welfare system and the decolonization 
of its former Empire have had notable 
effects on British ‘national’ identity. 

• Nationalistic concerns about 
immigration, and loss of control over 
policy, drove the British public to vote to 
leave the European Union in 2016. Contemporary domestic politics continues to deal with the 
fallout from this vote, with the process of British separation from the EU still far from resolved. 

• In January 2019, the Brexit deal drafted by Theresa May’s government was defeated in the House 
of Commons by the largest majority against a UK government in history. Following this, the 
government narrowly survived a motion of no confidence. A vote on the withdrawal agreement was 
repeated on 12 March, and again failed. There is scheduled to be a third vote on 29 March.  



• In general, social and political freedoms are high in the UK, with a strong tradition of democracy.  
 

Foreign policy concerns  
• The UK has worked to position itself as the key diplomatic link between the USA and Europe. 

Through various international organizations, NATO being chief among them, the UK has 
established strong security and trade links with all ‘Western’ states. 

• This international presence extends to the UN more generally, where the UK is a leading 
contributor in funding and peacekeeping. 

• The UK’s involvement with Europe has been complicated by the Brexit vote in 2016, which 
determined that the UK will leave the European Union. The exact conditions under which this will 
happen are yet to be determined. It is likely that the UK will maintain its traditionally good relations 
with EU states, but there is a limited extent to which the UK and Europe can be considered 
‘ideologically aligned’.  

• The UK has also, through its leading role in the Commonwealth of Nations, maintained meaningful 
ties with its former colonies.  

• In 2018, the UK’s relationship with Russia devolved into a diplomatic crisis, following accusations 
that Russia poisoned a British agent. 

 
ECONOMY  

• While the UK’s security policy is dominated by its US partnership, its economy relies on Europe; so, 
this is where the effects of Brexit are expected to be most pronounced. The economy has begun to 
slow following the beginning of the separation process from the EU. 

• The level of economic integration with the EU will be determined by the deal that is made when the 
UK leaves the EU.  

• The UK’s economy is diverse and highly advanced. Its finance industry is world-leading, while its 
agriculture is efficient and technologically sophisticated even by European standards. The resource 
extraction industry, on the other hand, has been in decline for some time. 

• Major export partners are the USA (13.3%), Germany (9.7%), the Netherlands (6.9%), France 
(6.6%), and Ireland (5.9%). 

• Major import partners are Germany (14%), China (9.5%), the USA (9.4%), the Netherlands (8.3%) 
and France (5.8%). 
 

MILITARY  
● The British Armed Forces contain around 

154,000 active personnel. It is split into four 
branches: the British Army, the Royal Navy, 
the Royal Marines and the Royal Air Force. 

● The Armed Forces are deployed extensively in 
overseas bases, including in Qatar, Germany, 
Kenya and Nepal among several others, 
enabling worldwide response to security 
issues. 

● Since 2000, the UK has been involved in 
interventions in the Balkans, Cyprus, Sierra 
Leone, Libya, Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria. 
These interventions have ranged from 



peacekeeping to anti-government measures. 
● The UK joined France and the US in strikes on Syria in April 2018. 


